F201 is equipped with a ceiling mounted Epson projector and an intuitive touch panel control system mounted on the wall. Use the touch panel to turn the projector on and to switch the display to PC (notebook computer) or video (cable channel or scheduled video.) The presenter can bring his/her own notebook computer and plug it into the VGA and Audio port on the wall to connect to the projector.

1. **Turn Projector On or Off**, select “ON / Off”
2. **Select Input**, select the “Laptop” button for notebook or “Media” for Scheduled Events from the Head End.
3. **Source Control**: The “Source/Local” control allows tuning of “pass-thru” cable channels
4. **Audio control**: The “Volume” and “Mute” controls audio of device that is selected
5. **Black Burst**: - Will blank projector display, without the need to power down the projector
6. **Transport Controls**: Will Control scheduled events from head end.